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Fast Sell:
Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the icon that taught
western audiences to fear J-Horror with the newly restored
cinematic return of Hideo Nakata’s classic Ring. Then,
experience the terrifying Sadako through your own screen
with the feature-packed first ever UK Blu-ray release!
Synopsis:

RELEASE DATE
In Cinemas 		

1st March 2019

On SteelBook, Blu-ray, DVD & Digital HD
			
			 18th March 2019

A group of teenage friends are found dead, their bodies
grotesquely contorted, their faces twisted in terror. Reiko
(Nanako Matsushima, When Marnie Was There), a journalist
and the aunt of one of the victims, sets out to investigate the
shocking phenomenon, and in the process uncovers a creepy
urban legend about a supposedly cursed videotape, the
contents of which causes anyone who views it to die within a
week – unless they can persuade someone else to watch it,
and, in so doing, pass on the curse….

			
			 18th March 2019

We like it because:

Composer:

Before the sequels, remakes and crossovers, audiences
were first introduced to a future horror icon amidst an era
of ultra-violent slashers from the ‘80s and ‘90s, where its
more sombre march towards terror taught audiences and
filmmakers alike that the dread of the unknown can be more
frightening than the horrors we know.
Ring, initially released to worldwide acclaim, sparking a global
genre renaissance and a western love-affair with “J-Horror”
that endures to this day. Now, the twisted visage of Sadako is
one of horror’s most recognisable icons, alongside the likes
of Freddy Krueger and Jason Voorhees. The hushed gossiping
of the tape’s ghastly legend resonated with those who spent
their playground years sharing stories of Bloody Mary and
Candy Man, offering us an insight into Japan’s yūrei-driven
folklore, and a new story to share!
There’s no better way to relive this influential horror,
or experience it for the first time, with this big screen
celebration! Persuading someone else to watch is the only
way to escape Sadako’s curse, so why not enjoy a horror-filled
night out in good company?
Over the years, there have been many reimaginations and
imitators, but none can compare to Hideo Nakata’s original,
slow-burning nightmare. With a brand new restoration and
a wealth of bonus content, the film’s debut on UK Blu-ray is
more than worth the wait, making it a staple for any horror
fan’s collection!

*Also available, Ring Limited Edition Collection
featuring Ring, Ring 2, Ring 0 and Spiral

KEY TALENT INFORMATION
Directed by

•

Hideo Nakata (“Dark Water”, “Ring 2”)

•

Kenji Kawai (“Ghost in the Shell”)
Based on the novel by
• Koji Suzuki (“Dark Water”)

Stars:

•

Nanako Matsushima (Ring 2, When Marnie

•
•
•

Miki Nakatani (Memories of Matsuko, Chaos)
Yūko Takeuchi (Miss Sherlock, Creepy)
Hiroyuki Sanada (The Wolverine, The Twilight

•

Rie Inō (Ring 2, Inugami)

Was There)

Samurai)

CONTACT/ORDER MEDIA

Sadari Cunningham - Sadari@fetch.fm

		

2 John Street, London, WC1N 2ES
Tel: 0203 405 4312 Web: fetch.fm

Editor’s Notes:
Limited Edition Collection Extras:
•
Limited edition packaging featuring original and newly
commissioned artwork.
•
Limited edition 60-page booklet containing new writing
by Violet Lucca, Alexandra Heller-Nicholas, Jasper Sharp,
Kieran Fisher and Kat Ellinger.
•
“Spiral” - George Iida’s 1998 sequel to “Ring”.
•
New audio commentary by film historian David Kalat.
•
New audio commentary on “Ring 0” by author and critic
Alexandra Heller-Nicholas.
•
“Ring Legacy” - interviews from critics and filmmakers on
their memories and the enduring legacy of “Ring”.
•
“A Vicious Circle” - video interview with author and critic
Kat Ellinger on the career of Hideo Nakata.
•
“Circumnavigating Ring” - video essay by author and critic
Alexandra Heller-Nicholas on the evolution of the film
series.
•
“Spooks, Sighs and Videotape” - video essay by critic Jasper
Sharp on the J-horror phenomenon.
•
“The Psychology of Fear” - newly edited archival interview
with author Koji Suzuki.
•
Archival Behind-the-Scenes featurette on “Ring 0”.
•
“Ring 0” deleted scenes.
•
Sadako’s Video.
•
Theatrical trailers.
Blu-ray / Steelbook / DVD Extras:
•
New audio commentary by film historian David Kalat.
•
“Ring Legacy” - interviews from critics and filmmakers on
their memories and the enduring legacy of the Ring series.
•
“A Vicious Circle” - video interview with author and critic
Kat Ellinger on the career of Hideo Nakata.
•
Sadako’s Video.
•
Theatrical trailers.
•
Limited Edition SteelBook packaging featuring newly
commissioned artwork by Matt Griffin (SteelBook-only).
•
Booklet containing new writing by Alexandra HellerNicholas (SteelBook-only).
Technical Details:
•
Brand new 1080p restoration from the original film
negative, approved by the director of photography
Junichiro Hayashi.
•
Lossless Japanese DTS-HD master audio 5.1 and PCM 2.0
soundtrack, with optional English subtitles.
Hot Quotes:
“See it and die - of fright” - Mark Kermode
“The original and the best” ★★★★- Peter Bradshaw, The
Guardian
“Nightmarish” 4.5 Stars - Cinema Autopsy
“As twisted, bizarre and down-right nightmarish as it was all
those years ago” ★★★★- Time Out
A powerful exercise in atmosphere” ★★★★★ - Eastern Kicks
“Minimalist intensity that can stop the heart” - Scott Tobias,
The AV Club
Winner: 1999 Fantasia Film Festival - Best Asian Film
Winner: 1999 Sitges Catalonian International Film Festival Best Film & Best Visual Effects
Winner: 1999 Japan Academy Prize - Most Popular Film

